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Purple Pill debate sub is useless and only meant to push feminist
propaganda.
September 15, 2022 | 14 upvotes | by MAGA-Latino

Sorry but rant incoming.
It's become obvious that The Purple Pill Debate sub isn't a place to actually discuss or debate issues with
dating. They remove anything that's in anyway critical of women or any handicaps that women may have
when it comes to dating. Even basic red pill truths such as the wall. But you can criticize men all day with
no problem.
I recently wrote a post about young guys that are struggling can get laid. I merely suggested that young
guys having trouble with young girls should just go after post wall women. Post wall women are easier,
tend to be lonely, also might appreciate a young man with stamina.
It's something that I have done in the past that helped me scratch that itch until I could build up enough
status till I could get the girls I really wanted.
But unfortunately PPD removed it.
I also wrote another post about how women can't handle to face their issues with dating. I merely pointed
out how women deny basic things like the wall and that a high body count lowers their SMV. Very basic
points, yet it was removed by PPD.
Then if you say anything at all critical of women the MOD comes and accuses you of trolling. It's
becoming obvious that the real purpose of that sub is to try and confuse and mislead young men. Time for
everyone that wants to discuss these issues in good faith to leave that sub.
I will be reposting those deleted post here so we can discuss the issues without censorship.
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bludkraze[M]  [score hidden] 15 September, 2022 05:47 PM stickied comment 

Moderation issues and rants about PPD are not valid discussion points in here. We're not PPD and we don't care.

_Duriel_1000_ • 15 points • 15 September, 2022 05:17 PM 

yes, and the mod MrsDegree has a vendetta against anyone who questions women.

MAGA-Latino[S] • 7 points • 15 September, 2022 05:18 PM 

Yup that's the one.

TriggurWarning • 6 points • 15 September, 2022 05:44 PM* 

They fear what they can't control and doubt their own capacity to refute it.

I think MrsDegree possibly entered into a marriage contract where she fully exploited some beta for her own
happiness and fulfillment. But now she doesn't have much to do with her carefree easy-mode life, except to fuck
with other people online and stifle their growth as individuals. It's a rather sad situation quite honestly. But as
sad it may be, it's also irrelevant, because we're done dealing with that bitch no matter what her problem is.

BlackPillPusher • 2 points • 20 September, 2022 01:00 PM 

Most debate subs on Reddit are heavily skewed towards leftist/progressive/woke viewpoints since that's how
collectivists operate, the gather in echo chambers full of uniform opinions and ban any dissenters for wrong
think.
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